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Ownership (Possession) in Tutelo-Saponi 10/6/20 

 

Many languages mark ownership or possession in a few different ways. In English we have 
possessive pronouns: 

my son (I)   your finger (you)   our dog (we) 

 

We can use variations of these pronouns and place them in different parts of a phrase or sentence 
and still achieve the idea of possession: 

A son of mine   The finger is yours   The dog is ours 

 

We can also use verbs like ‘belong to,’ ‘own,’ or ‘have’ to show ownership: 

I have a son.   This finger belongs to me.  I own a dog. 

 

Similarly, Tutelo-Saponi has a few different ways to mark ownership. Today we’ll take a look at 
the first of four possibilities. The first is called inalienable possession, and it generally refers to 
things we can’t get rid of (at least without serious pain). Inalienable possession generally covers 
body parts and kinship terms (members of the family). 

1. Inalienable possession 

• Require prefixes 
o Occur in all the singular forms (my, your, his, her, its [their]) and 1st plural (our) 

• Affects kinship (family members), body parts, and ‘house’ 
• Different pronouns are used for kin and body parts 

(1) Pronoun  Kinship   Body Parts 

 my   wi–, mi–   wį– (wiñ–), mį– (miñ–) 
 your   yi–/hi–    yį–  (yiñ–) 
 his/her/its/(their) Ø    Ø 
 our   wai– or mai–   wąk– (mąk–) 
                         (wañk–, mañk–) 
 
Exs. wité:kai (witēkai) yitosįk (yitosiñk)  waigǫ: (waigōñ) 
 wi–té:kai  yi–tosįk   wai–gǫ: 
 my–son  your–niece   our–grandmother 
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mįphasui (miñpasui) yįhá:ki (yiñhāki)  mąkhistó: (mañkhistō) 
 mį–phasui  yį–há:ki   mąk–histó: 
 my–head  your–finger   our–arm(s) 
 
 

More on Inalienable Possession in Tutelo-Saponi 11/10/20 
 
I originally thought we might move from inalienable possession to a different type of possession 
altogether this month, but there really is much more to explore when it comes to owning things 
that are nearly impossible to get rid of from your life (without much pain anyway). Let’s take a 
deeper look… 
 
2. More on inalienable possession 
 
Just to review, words that are inalienably possessed: 

• Require prefixes 
o Occur in all the singular forms (my, your, his, her, its [their]) and 1st plural (our) 

• Affects kinship (family members), body parts, and ‘house’ 
• Different pronouns are used for kin and body parts 

 
When it comes to ‘my,’ we see four different prefixes that could mean that pronoun: 
 
Pronoun  Kinship   Body Parts 

my   wi–, mi–   wį– (wiñ–), mį– (miñ–) 
 
 
Why are some of these pronouns that mean ‘my’ marked in bold? These are the versions of ‘my’ 
that you will hear more often. The sounds [w] and [m] in some cases are kind of interchangeable 
in Tutelo-Saponi. These sounds are produced to some degree using similar parts of the mouth. If 
you take a moment to produce the two sounds, you may notice that both of your lips are active in 
the process. 
 
So when do you use wi– or wį– (wiñ–), and when do you use mi– or miñ–? Well, it’s all about 
the nasals. 
 
There are two consonants that are nasal in our language, [m] and [n]. Does that mean that your 
speaking out of your nose when you say these sounds? Not exactly. The part of the face that we 
associate with a nasal quality is activated when we say these sounds, and that’s why they are 
thought of as nasal consonants. 
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We have some nasal vowels as well: [ą, į, ǫ] ([añ, iñ, and oñ] in the Occaneechi writing system). 
Take a moment and try to say them… 
 
Back to [w] and [m]. Generally we find [m] being used in these prefixes when another nasal 
sound is close by. That can either be a vowel right next to the sound, or it can be another nasal 
consonant separated by one vowel. Let’s look at some examples: 
 
wį– (wiñ–) is almost always going to show up as mį– (miñ–), and why? It’s because of the vowel. 
That nasal vowel [į] ([iñ]) is almost always going to trigger the change from [w] to [m]. What 
does that look like? Well, it looks like using mį– (miñ–) anytime you say ‘my’ with a body part: 
 
Head phasui (pasui) 
 
mįphasui (miñpasui) 
mį–phasui 
my–head 
 
Does this only apply to body parts? Not at all! This can apply to kinship terms as well. With 
family members, we’re not looking for nasal vowels to trigger the change, but rather nasal 
consonants. What does that mean? Basically any word for a family member that begins with an 
[m] or [n] will have the prefix mi– to mean ‘my’: 
 
Older sister nǫ́x (noñq) 
 
minǫ́x (minoñq) 
mi–nǫ́x 
my–older sister 
 

 
But What About Dogs? – Alienable Possession 12/1/20 

 
Why are we talking about dogs? Well, it turns out that dogs are in a class by themselves when it 
comes to possession. Why would that be? I don’t know for sure exactly, but there is evidence out 
there that Dog was one of the four clans of the Yeseachi (Tutelo-speaking) ancestors (the 
others—Snake, Wolf, and Deer; send me an email or message if you would like the reference). It 
could be that, since it is not likely for a person to own any one of the other animals representative 
of the Yesah clans, the special status of the dog made its way into the grammar of the language. 
 
What’s the word for dog? 
 
čʰǫk (čʰǫg)  tçoñk (tçoñg) 
‘dog’   ‘dog’ 
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When it comes to ownership/possession, Yesanechi (Tutelo-Saponi, or Tutelo) uses the verb  
o–hk�́pʰi, ‘to own,’ for dogs and dogs alone. That dash in the middle means that you put the 
pronouns (I, you, s/he they, it, we, you, they) right in between the [o] and [h]. Look at the 
different pronouns in the words (they will be in bold): 
 
Person  Singular     Plural 
 
1st (1)  owahk�́pʰi ‘I own’   wąohk�́pʰi ‘we own’ 
  owahkiñpi     wañohkiñpi 
 
2nd (2)  oyahk�́pʰi ‘you own’    oyahk�́pʰu:i ‘y’all own’ 
  oyahkiñpi     oyahkiñpūi 

 
3rd (3)  ohk�́pʰi  ‘s/he, they, it own’  ohk�́pʰila ‘they own’ 
  ohkiñpi     ohkiñpila 
 
 
So where does the word ‘dog’ fit in with this verb? Well, Yesanechi is an SOV language. This 
means that in a sentence the subject (S) generally comes first, followed by the object (O), and 
finally by the verb (V). For example, look at the following sentence as it normally is in English, 
where ‘I’ is the subject, ‘own’ is the verb, and ‘dog’ is the object: 
 
I own a dog. 
 
Based on the order, you might be able to see that English is an SVO language. If those were 
words in Yesanechi, an SOV language, the order would look more like this: 
 
I a dog own. 
 
There is a minor exception to note. ‘I a dog own’ is the order in Yesanechi only if all three 
parts—subject, object, and verb—are separate words. This can happen in the language, but for 
what we are talking about now, the order is actually object followed by the subject and verb 
combined: 
 
A dog I/own. (The slash here means that the subject and verb are in the same word.) 
 
If we add the word for dog čʰǫk (tçonk), the translation will not be ‘I own a dog,’ but rather ‘my 
dog.’ Owning a dog in Yesanechi would look like the following: 
 
čʰǫg owahk�́pʰi ‘my dog’ 
tçoñg owahkiñpi 
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čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  ‘your dog’ 
tçoñg oyahkiñpi 
 
čʰǫg ohk�́pʰi  ‘her dog, his dog, its dog’ 
tçoñg ohkiñpi 
 
čʰǫk wąohk�́pʰi ‘our dog’ 
tçoñk wañohkiñpi 
 
čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰu:i ‘y’all’s dog’ 
tçoñg oyahkiñpūi 
 
čʰǫg ohk�́pʰila  ‘their dog’ 
tçoñg ohkiñpila 
 
 

More on Dogs – 1/5/21 
 
How do you use the above info about dogs in a sentence? Just like in English, the whole phrase 
‘my dog’ (or ‘your dog’, ‘her dog’, etc.) acts like a noun. It can be the subject of a sentence: 
 
čʰǫg owahk�́pʰi witá: lu:tise 
tçoñg owahkiñpi witā lūtise 
dog    my   deer eats 
‘my dog eats venison’ 
 
 
It can also be the object of a sentence: 
 
mǫ:ti        čʰǫg ohk�́pʰila lákačkí:hiok 
mōñti        tçoñg ohkiñpila lakačkīhiok 
(black) bear dog    their      killed 
‘a (black) bear killed their dog’ 
 
 
What would this look like if we put some of the different forms of ownership and possession 
together? With just one angry dog and one person, we can find out. 
 
Say you had a dog that liked to bite things. We know the word for ‘your dog’ from what we 
covered previously: 
 
čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  ‘your dog’ 
tçoñg oyahkiñpi 
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If we are going to say ‘your dog bit’, we know that ‘your dog’ comes first because it is the 
subject of the sentence (the thing that is doing the biting). The word ‘bite’, olaské: (olaskē), has a 
slightly different ending to show that the biting happened in the past: 
 
čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  olaské:ok 
tçoñg oyahkiñpi olaskēok 
dog    your   bit 
‘your dog bit’ 
 
 
Now if we indicate someone’s body part, we have a simple sentence that is full of examples of 
ownership and possession. We can put together an example with the word for ‘my head’, which 
we covered previously: 
 
mįphasui ‘my head’ 
miñpasui 
 
 
Whatever is getting bitten is the object of the sentence. The object comes after the subject (your 
dog) and before the verb (bit). This is what it looks like when we put it all together: 
 
čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  mįphasui olaské:ok 
tçoñg oyahkiñpi miñpasui olaskēok 
dog    your  my head   bit 
‘your dog bit my head’ 
 
 
Let’s see if you can put together some biting sentences yourself! Here are some words for you to 
work with: 
 
Pronouns for Body Parts Body Parts  Whose Dog? 
 
mį– my   histó: arm  čʰǫg owahk�́pʰi my dog 
miñ–    histō   tçoñg owahkiñpi 
 
yį– your   há:ki hand  čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  your dog 
yiñ–    hāki   tçoñg oyahkipi 
 
Ø his/her/its  ni: leg  čʰǫg ohk�́pʰi  ‘her/his/its dog’ 
    nī   tçoñg ohkiñpi 
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Using the sample sentence from above (‘your dog bit my head’), try to create a sentence or two 
that says someone’s dog (my dog, your dog, her dog, his dog, its dog) bit (olaské:ok or olaskēok 
depending on what writing style you would like to use) someone’s body part (my hand or his leg 
for example). Remember that the order is subject first, then the object, and finally the verb. 
See what you come up with! Try to say the sentence(s) out loud once you have written it down! 
 
So can we use o–hk�́pʰi to talk about owning other things? Nope, not a bit. This verb is for dogs 
and only dogs. There is another verb to talk about owning things when it comes to alienable 
possession (that is, owning things that you can get rid of without too much pain). That verb will 
be the subject of our next meeting. 
 
 

Whose Body Part is Getting Bit? and Other Verbs for Possession and Ownership 
2/2/21 

 
We’ll be moving on to additional verbs for possession and ownership in a little bit, but first a 
development! Last month we had the question of how to say ‘your dog bit my sister’s arm’. We 
haven’t had enough grammar covered in the documentation to come up with an easy answer, but 
our sister languages (in this case Hidatsa and Dakota) offer some valuable input. It looks like an 
appropriate ordering of words in those Siouan languages would be: 
 
Your dog my sister her arm bit. 
 
Here are the Yesanechi words for the ordering above (and the earlier pages of the handout where 
they can be found): 
 
your dog  čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi (p. 5) 
   tçoñg oyahkiñpi 
 
my sister (older) minǫ́x (3) 

minoñq 
 
arm (her)  histó: (5) 
   histō 
 
bit   olaské:ok (6) 
   olaskēok 
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Let’s put it all together. 
 
čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi minǫ́x histó: olaské:ok 
tçoñg oyahkiñpi minoñq histō olaskēok 
dog your     my sister arm bit 
‘your dog bit my sister’s arm’ 
 
 
Make sense? The table of pronouns, body parts, and possessed dogs is below, along with some 
added kinship terms and their pronouns. Select from the options below to make your own 
sentence like the one above: 
 
Pronouns for Body Parts Body Parts  Whose Dog? 
 
mį– my   histó: arm  čʰǫg owahk�́pʰi my dog 
miñ–    histō   tçoñg owahkiñpi 
 
yį– your   há:ki hand  čʰǫg oyahk�́pʰi  your dog 
yiñ–    hāki   tçoñg oyahkipi 
 
Ø his/her/its  ni: leg  čʰǫg ohk�́pʰi  ‘her/his/its dog’ 
    nī   tçoñg ohkiñpi 
 
    phasui head 
    pasui 
 
 
Pronouns for Kinship Terms    Kinship Terms 
 
wi–, mi– my     té:kai   son 
       tēkai 
 
yi–, hi– your     tosįk   niece 
       tosiñk   niece 
 
Ø  his/her/its    nǫ́x   older sister 
       noñq 
 
       hi:nā    mother 
       hīnā 
 
       sųtka   younger brother 
       suñtka 
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This dog is just too aggressive to have as a pet! What if your uncle (mother’s brother), né:k 
(nēk), decided he didn’t want a mammal for a pet. That’s right, he decided he wanted a frog, 
hé:mǫ (hēmoñ). How would you refer to ‘his frog’? Frog is not kin (not for most people 
anyway), and it certainly isn’t a body part, so you can’t use the pronouns that go with these terms 
and add them onto the word hé:mǫ (hēmoñ). Nor is a frog a dog, so the verb o–hk�́pʰi is not 
appropriate. As far as we know, for everything that is neither kin, body part, or dog, we use the 
verb gí:tǫ (gītoñ), to belong to. To this verb we attach pronouns similar to the ones we used for 
body parts. These are called dative pronouns: 
 
DativePronoun  Yesanechi    

my    wį– (wiñ–), mį– (miñ–) 
your    yį–  (yiñ–) 
his/her/its/(their)  Ø 
our    wai– or mai–/wąk– (mąk–) 
    (wañk–, mañk–) 
 
 

What’s That Sound Again?  
What Else Belongs (to Someone Else)? 

3/2/21 
 
Before we start talking about any other verbs of ownership in Yesanēchi (Tutelo, or Tutelo-
Saponi), let’s have a look at a few sounds in the language. 
 
Let’s start with vowels. You may have noticed that we have many of the same vowels in 
Yesanēchi as we do in English, namely [a, e, i, o, u]. There are some interesting things we do and 
mark on the vowels in the language that we don’t necessarily do in English as well: 
 

1. Lengthening – Lengthened or long vowels require a little more time when you are 
pronouncing them. They happen in a lot of languages including Tutelo-Saponi and 
English. Think about the amount of time spent on somewhat similar vowel sounds in the 
following English words: beet, bit 
 
There are a few things different about Yesanēchi though when it comes to long vowels. 
In Tutelo, vowel length is contrastive. That means that sometimes there are words that 
have all the exact same sounds, but because the vowel is longer in one version, the 
meaning is entirely different. You don’t see that in English so much. For example, if you 
see the word little as in ‘little dog’, that word has a short vowel. If you say the same word 
with a long vowel for emphasis as in ‘a little bit’, little still has the same meaning. Your 
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pronunciation of the long vowel may make it have the sense of very little, but we’re still 
talking about the same idea. 
 
That’s not always the case in Tutelo-Saponi. We have a word ho which means the 
‘hawthorn plant’. If you extend that vowel, you come up with another word entirely. Hō 
(ho:) actually means ‘to mix’. Hawthorn plant and to mix? One’s a noun, the other is a 
verb, and there’s a world of difference between them (even if you are trying to mix a 
hawthorn plant with something else, ho ho:, a pretty bizarre thought…). 
 
The other difference from English is that we mark that length on the vowel when we’re 
writing. In English, you might see a long vowel with two vowels written in a row, as in 
beet or beat. In Yesanēchi you’ll see it marked in one of two ways depending on which 
writing system is being used. In the writing system used in the dissertation on the 
language by Giulia Oliverio (also called Americanist Phonetic Notation, the North 
American Phonetic Alphabet—NAPA, or the American Phonetic Alphabet—APA), the 
length is marked by placing a colon (:) after the vowel. You see this with ho:, ‘to mix’. 
To my knowledge, this type of notation is used by the Haliwa-Saponi and the Ohio 
Siouans. 
 
There is another writing system used by the Occaneechi. It is very close to the system 
used by Horatio Hale, who in the 1870s recorded the most documentation from the 
language written in any European language. In this system, vowel length is written with a 
macron (a short bar) over the vowel. You would see ‘to mix’ written like this, hō. You 
will notice that I write both ways. I usually use the APA first only because it may make it 
easier for people to refer to Oliverio’s comprehensive work. With examples you may see 
me write the Occaneechi script in parentheses. Then again, you will see me refer to the 
language sometimes with the Occaneechi script, Yesanēchi (which literally means the 
tongue or language of the Southeastern Siouan people). It will be good for members of 
the various Yesah communities to get accustomed to seeing both scripts until such a time 
in the future when we can work together to find a better way for the language to be 
written. 
 
Here are the long vowels we have in Tutelo, along with some examples of words that 
have the vowel in them… 
 
a: (ā) agila:li (agilāli) thirteen 
 
e: (ē) agine: (aginē)  to be in, on, (or at)1 
 
i: (ī) isti: (istī)  beard 
 

 
1 I suspect that this also has the feeling of ‘to be at’ because the locational prefix a– means at more than ‘in’ or ‘on’, 
but we don’t have any data to support that for this verb. 
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o: (ō) iho: (ihō)  to sew 
 
u: (ū) lu:te (lūte)  to eat 
 

2. We have more vowels than the ones we’ve spoken about today, and next month we’ll 
take some time to look at nasal vowels as well! 

Back to Owning Things 

Over the past few months we have looked at several ways to say that things are owned or 
possessed in Yesanēchi (and if you are just joining us, have no fear, we will be going over them 
all again in the future). We’ve talked about the pronouns necessary to show that family members 
belong to you or others; we’ve talked about different pronouns that you add to body parts to 
indicate they belong to you or someone else; we’ve even spoken about the verb you use 
specifically for dogs to indicate that a dog (čʰǫg, tçoñg) belongs to somebody. And on that note, 
a little visual: 

 
Carolina dog, the dingo species that our ancestors referred to when they said čʰǫg, tçoñg 

Now back to business. What do you do when it is not a younger brother (–no:na, –no:n; –nōna,  
–nōn), a toe (–astkasusai), or a dog (čʰǫg, tçoñg) that is being owned? We have a whole other 
verb for that: gí:tǫ (gītoñ), ‘to belong to’. As with most verbal constructions in Tutelo-Saponi 
you add the pronouns (I, you, she, he, etc.) to the front of the noun. But which ones? The answer 
to that is simple: 

Everything is like a body part (except for dogs and family) 

We use the same pronouns that we do with body parts (dative pronouns) for the verb gí:tǫ 
(gītoñ): 

Pronoun  Dative Pronouns for gí:tǫ (gītoñ)  

my   mį– (miñ–) 
your   yį–  (yiñ–) 
his/her/its  Ø, į–  (iñ–) 
our   mai– 
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So what we have so far would be something like mįgí:tǫ (miñgītoñ). That’s a good phrase, right? 
Well, almost. 
Mįgí:tǫ (Miñgītoñ) should mean something like ‘something belongs to me’. We’re missing a 
little something at the end of this word for it to sound right in Yesanēchi though. Is it ‘a 
something’ or ‘the something’ that belongs to me. In Yesanēchi, the correct form would look 
like ‘a something belongs to me’. Try not to let ‘something’ confuse you, for we will be 
substituting ‘something’ for words that make more sense in a bit. For now, in order to say ‘a 
something, we have to add a suffix either –wi or –we (and really, either one is fine). So now we 
have: 
 
Mįgí:tǫwi or Mįgí:tǫwe (Miñgītoñwi or Miñgītoñwe)  ‘It belongs to me’; ‘My’ 
 
Yįgí:tǫwi or Yįgí:tǫwe (Yiñgītoñwi or Yiñgītoñwe)  ‘It belongs to you’; ‘Your’ 
 
Įgí:tǫwi or Įgí:tǫwe (Iñgītoñwi or Iñgītoñwe)   ‘It belongs to her’; ‘Her’ 
         ‘It belongs to him’; ‘His’ 
         ‘It belongs to it’; ‘Its’ 
 
Maigí:tǫwi or Maigí:tǫwe (Maigītoñwi or Maigītoñwe)  ‘It belongs to us’; ‘Our’ 
 
 
So what nouns (somethings) can we use this with? Anything that is not a dog, body part, a house, 
or a family member. What about your book or letter mina:gi (mināgi)? You write the noun first, 
and then the verb: 
 
Mina:gi yįgí:tǫwe (mināgi yiñgītoñwe) 
book   you.belongs.to 
‘your book; it is your book’ 
 
Let’s try to say to say that the following items belong to me, you, him, her, it, or us by placing 
any one of the following nouns before the correct form of ‘to belong to’ in Yesanēchi: 
 
ho    hawthorn plant 
 
lubu:s (lubūs)   hat 
 
he:ki (hēki)   hill 
 
wahukmi: (wahukmī)  mask 
 
wustetkai   partridge 
 
histe:ki (histēki)  rock 
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opokhe hasa   shirt 
 
waksaksí   soup 
 
kisa: (kisā)   spoon 
 
mika    raccoon 
 
 

The Nose Knows – Oral Vowels 
What About Y’all’s or Their Bodies? 

4/6/21 
 
Last month we talked a bit about vowels in Tutelo-Saponi. Aside from the vowels that are 
generally similar in English [a, e, i, o, u], we spoke about long vowels as well. More on those 
long vowels [a:, e:, i:, o:, u:] or [ā, ē, ī, ō, ū] can be found I last month’s lesson on pp. 9-11. This 
month we will look at and listen to nasal vowels. 
 
When we hear the word nasal, we often think of our noses. That makes sense because the sinuses 
and other parts of the anatomy required to make the sounds of the nasal vowels are near to the 
nose. 
 
In Tutelo-Saponi we have the following nasal vowels: 
 
ą (añ)  ąkta:ka (añktāka) to weave, he weaves, she weaves, it weaves 
 
į (iñ)  įpo: (iñpō)  sword 
 
ǫ (oñ)  ǫte (oñte)  town 
 
 
We also have long nasal vowels: 
 
ą: (āñ)  ą:gōhle: (āñgōlē) shoe(s) 
 
į: (īñ)  ha:kį:s (hākīñs) little finger 
 
ǫ: (ōñ)  ohǫ: (ohōñ)  many, much 
 
 
You may recall from the October lesson that we saw some nasal vowels in the pronouns used to 
show possession with body parts. Just to review: 
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English Pronoun  Tutelo-Saponi Pronoun 

my    wį– (wiñ–), mį– (miñ–) 
your    yį–  (yiñ–) 
his/her/its/(their)  Ø 
our    wąk– (mąk–) 
    (wañk–, mañk–) 
 
Why don’t we practice by using attaching the one of the pronouns above to one of the body parts 
below: 
 
English Tutelo-Saponi 

 
arm  –histó: (–histō) 
 
hand  –há:ki (–hāki) 
 
leg  –ni: (–nī) 
 
ear  –naxu:x (–naqūq) 
 
eye  –tasu: (tasū) 
 
face  –té (te) 
 
forehead phania –te (pania –te) 
 
hair  –nątǫ́: (–nañtōñ) 
 
hand, finger –há:ki (–hāki) 
 
neck  –tase: (–tasē) 
 
 
So why isn’t your (pl) and their included in the list above? Well because we make that happen by 
adding something after the word: 
 
English Pronoun  Tutelo-Saponi Pronoun 

their    –hlei  –lei 
 
your    yį–  (yiñ–)   + –pui 
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If we chose the example of ‘neck’, we would have: 
 
English  Tutelo-Saponi 

their necks  tase:lei (tasēlei) 
 
your (pl) necks yįtase:pui (yiñtasēipui) 
 
 
Does that make sense? Let’s try it with all the body parts listed on the last page (except for neck 
of course)! 
 

Stop, What’s That Sound? – The Stop Series in Yesane:chi 
When the Family Stops by for Potatoes 

4/6/21 
 
For the past few months we’ve been talking about the different types of vowels in Yesane:chi 
(Tutelo-Saponi). It’s time now to start talking about consonants. First, a couple of definitions. 
 
Let’s start with the vocal tract. The vocal tract is the part of the body between the nose and the 
bottom of the throat the is involved in making those sounds that we represent with letters. Very 
often the movement of air through the vocal tract is involved in making sound. 
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A stop is the kind of sound you make when the flow of air stops at some point in the vocal tract. 
There are certain consonants that we associate with this process of sound production. As I ask 
you to make particular sounds, pay attention to the flow of air as you do. Go ahead and make the 
vowel sound in the word ‘beet’. In linguistics it is usually represented by the letter i. 
 
Notice how the air just flows freely out of your mouth? Now go ahead and say the word ‘beet’. 
Does the air flow as freely? Does the flow of air ever stop? 
 
Today we will focus on one of the stop consonants in ‘beet’, t. Actually we will focus on three 
consonants that are associated with each other, t, th, and d. These are all related to each other 
because they are all produced (articulated) in the same place. Take a moment to make the sounds 
t and d. You may notice that similar parts of the mouth are used to make these sounds (towards 
the front of the tongue and the front of the upper palate of your mouth). 
 
So, what is this th? This is what we call an aspirated t. Aspirated means that we produce a 
stronger puff of air when we make this sound. We do it in English all the time. Try to feel it for 
yourself. Place your hand in front of your mouth and say the word ‘time’, paying attention to 
how much air you feel on your hand. Now leave your hand in front of your mouth and say the 
word ‘beet’ again. Do you feel a difference? Which word had a t that produced more air? Less 
air? 
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Why is this even important? Well it looks like the ancestors of the Yesah people today very 
much heard and understood that these letters were different. As we will see, words that look alike 
but differ only by one aspirated or unaspirated sound can mean very different things. 
 
Both t and th are what we call unvoiced. This is because we can make both sounds without 
engaging our voice (vocal cords). What about d? Can you make the d sound without using your 
voice? Give it a try. 
 
D is the voiced sound in this group of stops made in this part of the mouth. So we have voiced d, 
unvoiced (or plain) t, and aspirated th. Let’s compare a few words that look somewhat similar yet 
sound different based on these sounds: 
 
ado  potato (Biloxi) 
 
á:ti (āti) father 
 
athí: (atī) house 
 
These sounds are similar in shape, but their meanings are quite different! Let’s practice by 
putting them all together in a sentence. 
 
 
E:yá:ti          eya:thí    hi:wa, ado   lu:tewa. 
 
Ēyāti         eyāthí    hīwa,   ado  lūtewa. 
 
Your.father your.house goes   potato eats 
 
‘Your father goes to your house and eats (a) potato(es)’ 
 
 
So how do we know the difference in these sounds when we see them? Well, Horatio Hale 
(Occaneechi) wrote the voiced variant as d. Oliverio wrote it as t, but that t could sometimes be 
pronounced as a t and sometimes as a d. 
 
As for the plain t, Oliverio intended to write it with a dot underneath it, ṭ . Unfortunately she 
wasn’t always consistent when she did that. Hale wrote this plain stop as a t. 
 
And finally aspirated variant. Oliverio wrote it as th, and Hale wrote it as t. 
 
What about these writing systems works? What doesn’t? 
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Stop and Say Hello! 
6/1/21 

 
Hello! 
 
So how do you say hello in Yesane:chi? There are a few different ways that people throughout 
the communities are doing it, and we will have a look at those today. 
 
Probably the most formal of the greetings is Mecoure'me:chen Kihoe: "You Are Welcome Here" 
(from the Haliwa-Saponi website). Admittedly, I’m a little fuzzy when it comes to the origins of 
greetings used in our language. Kihoe literally means something like ‘one who comes here 
(home)’. I’m not so sure about Mecoure'me:chen, but I have thought about it maybe being a 
borrowing from a neighboring Algonquin language. Some parts of the word could break down 
into Tutelo: me ‘to me’, cou ‘back to or oneself’. I might be overlooking something that is really 
obvious, but I will get back to it in time. Any ideas? 
 
At any rate, when using the phrase above I will shorten it a little bit to be consistent with the 
other writing systems we have been using. So we have: 
 
Mekureme:čʰę     kihoe: 
 
Mekureme:tçeñ   kihoē 
 
‘You are welcome here’ 
 
 
This greeting has been shortened to Meku, ‘greetings’. 
 
People have also used the terms Hai (pronounce high) and Hau to say hello. I believe Hai is used 
in some Iroquoian communities and Hau is used in Lakota and Dakota. Again, I’m really fuzzy 
here, so maybe some of you have better info about these? 
 
 
Stop for more Stops 
 
Last month we began a discussion about consonants that we call stops. We call them stops 
because the flow of air through our vocal tract is briefly stopped by some parts of our anatomy. 
We had the example of the word ‘beet’, and we focused on the final consonant t. When we make 
that sound, we stop the flow of air by placing the front or tip of our tongue to the roof of our 
mouth. The sound is fully produced when we release the tongue from stopping the air. Go ahead 
and make the t sound a few times for yourself, paying attention to how the tongue touches the 
roof of the mouth. 
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It turns out that ‘beet’ is a great word because it introduces us to a different type of stop, this 
time with the b sound. We stop the air when we make the b sound, but not using the tongue or 
the roof of the mouth. When we make the b sound, we use our lips, placing them together then 
releasing them in order to produce b. Give it a try, making the b sound a few times while paying 
attention to how your lips come together and release in the process. 
 
Just as we did last month, today we will focus on three sounds, this time the stops associated 
with bringing the lips together. These sounds are p, ph, and b. You’ll notice with the first two that 
we have that funny little h in ph. Do you remember what that means? It means that the p is 
aspirated, or in other words, that there is a greater puff of air when we make the ph sound than 
when we just produce p. We make both sounds all the time in English, but we don’t write them 
differently. The aspirated p is the sound we often hear in English when a word begins with p. 
The unaspirated (also called plain) version is often what we hear when the word ends in p. Here 
are some examples: 
 
Aspirated p in English 
Peter 
popcorn 
party 
 
Unaspirated (plain) p in English 
hip 
popcorn 
zap 
stoop 
 
You may not feel like there is much of a difference in the aspirated and plain p sounds above, but 
try to switch the p sounds in both lists and see how weird it sounds to you. (For example, try to 
say the p in ‘zap’ with an extra bit of air puff, or ‘party’ without the puff of air. Does that feel 
and sound normal to you?) 
 
Both p and ph are unvoiced sounds. We often do use our voice when making these sounds, but it 
is possible to make them without using our voices. Give it a try with the words ‘party’ and ‘hip’. 
Say them first as you would normally say them, paying attention to how you may use a little bit 
of your voice. Now try saying each word without using your voice, almost like a loud whisper. 
You don’t need your voice to make the p and ph sounds. That is not the case with the voiced stop 
consonant b. 
 
That has to be wrong, right? Let’s see if we can make the b sound without using your voice. See 
if you can say the word ‘butter’ in a loud whisper. You may find that as hard as you try, you can 
only seem to ‘putter’. (That’s kind of corny linguist humor, by the way!) 
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Let’s make use of these sounds in a bit of a strange sentence that applies to any of you who 
might not like fish head soup: 
 
Phasu:i biso:ká lakap�́ma 
 
Pasūi  bisōká  lakapíñma 
 
head fish  emit.odor 
 
‘(a/the) fish head smells’ 
 
 
If you want to be really obvious, you can exchange the last word in this sentence for something 
that also practices the unaspirated p: 
 
Phasu:i biso:ká wihoxgupsua: o:ma 
 
Pasūi  bisōká  wihoqgupsuā  o:ma 
 
head fish  fishy.smell  makes 
 
‘(a/the) fish head makes a fishy smell’ 
 
So how do we know the difference in these sounds when we see them? Well, Horatio Hale 
(Occaneechi) wrote the voiced variant as b. Oliverio wrote it as p, but that p could sometimes be 
pronounced as a p and sometimes as a b. 
 
As for the plain p, Oliverio intended to write it with a dot underneath it, p ̣. Unfortunately she 
wasn’t always consistent when she did that. Hale wrote this plain stop as a p. 
 
And finally aspirated variant. Oliverio wrote it as ph, and Hale wrote it as p. 
 
What about these writing systems works? What doesn’t? 
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A Roundabout Way to “How Are You Doing?” 
7/6/21 

So how’s it going and how did we get here? 
 
Last month we explored a few different ways to greet someone in Yesanēchi. But after you say 
“Mekureme:čʰę kihoe:” (Mekureme:tçeñ   kihoē), “Meku,” “Hai,” or “Hau,” what do you say 
then? If English is your first language you may be inclined to ask, “How are you?” We will 
explore this a little bit today. 
 
Before we start, it should be noted that historically many American Indian communities didn’t 
engage in as much of what we would call small talk as you may see in Western cultures today. It 
may have not been uncommon for people from Yesah communities in the past to (possibly) say 
hello and launch right into the matter at hand. 
 
So what does the documentation in Yesanēchi have to offer in term of “How are you?” Well, in 
1716 an Irish settler by the name of John Fontaine wrote down the following phrase when he 
visited the school at Horse’s Head next to Fort Christanna: 
 
Jog de log 
 
He translated this to mean ‘How d’ye do?’. In more recent years this has been shifted around to 
look more like: 
 
Tokhé lok? (Toké lowk or toké lok). 
 
So was this what was actually said? It would be really hard to know since we don’t have 
Fontaine or anyone that was there in 1716 to talk to. The phrase may have really been 
pronounced as “Jog de log. If that is what was said, the only things that look like the word jog in 
Yesanēchi are words for ‘dog’ and ‘die’. As for the word log, we’ll talk about that in a bit. There 
is the possibility that this was an expression from an Algonquin language (and that is due to the 
composition of students at the school at Horse’s Head) but a preliminary glance at a language 
from that family during that era is not very promising. For now, we’ll go with Tokhé lok? (Toké 
lowk or toké lok). 
 
What does that phrase mean exactly? As far as I know, beyond Fontaine’s work, I don’t think it 
has been further analyzed. How could we possibly break this down? The only word I have found 
in the documentation that could go after tokhé: (toke) ‘how’ that looks remotely similar is the 
following: 
 
luká – turn  
 
That would leave us with 
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Tokhé: luká 
 
how turn 
 
‘How does it turn? (How’s it turning?)’ 
 
That’s really interesting, and not very different from different contemporary slang phrases to ask 
how things are. This interpretation is a bit of a stretch though. It is not unheard of for a verb that 
ends in a vowel to sometimes appear with final consonant drop, and we can see this with a form 
of the verb ‘to eat something’: 
 
Waluti  Walut! 
 
‘to eat something’ ‘Eat something!’ 
 
What makes this a stretch is that you don’t see this happening with verbs that have stressed 
vowels at the end of them: 
 
luká  *luk 
 
While sometimes the vowels o and u can be found replacing each other in Yesanēchi words, lok 
coming from luká is a little suspicious. The idea of using ‘How’s it turning?’ is still appealing 
though, and that brings us to something that has been used more recently in Yesah communities: 
 
Tokhé ale:wo? (Toké alēwo or toke alēwo) 
 
how    it.go.interrogative 
 
‘How is it going?’ 
 
So now we have “Tokhé lok? (Toké lowk or toké lok) and Tokhé ale:wo? (Toké alēwo or toke 
alēwo), and to those options we should add one more: 
 
Yįbi:wo? (Yimbīwo?) 
 
you.good.inter 
 
‘Are you good?’ 
 
This last option may speak more to the practical way that a lot of American Indian communities 
might have spoken in the past (and perhaps in the present as well). To this last option you could 
answer with the following: 
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Ahá or Ahą́ (Ahá or Aháñ) 
 
‘yes’ 
 
OR 
 
Mįbi:wa (Mimbīwa) 
 
me.good.real time marker 
 
‘I am good’ 
 
 
Last Call for Stops! 
 
Last month we continued our discussion about consonants that we call stops. We call them stops 
because the flow of air through our vocal tract is briefly stopped by some parts of our anatomy. 
Let’s take the example of the word ‘kick’. The sound at the start and the end of the word both 
stop the flow of air, somewhere in the back of the mouth. We stop the flow of air by placing the 
back of our tongue to the back part of the roof of our mouth. The sound is fully produced when 
we release the tongue from stopping the air. Go ahead and repeat the word ‘kick’ a few times for 
yourself, paying attention to the contact between the back of the tongue and the roof of the 
mouth. 
 
If we pay closer attention when we produce the word ‘kick’, we may notice that the k sound at 
the start of the word and the end of the word are not exactly the same. Place your palm in front of 
your mouth and repeat the word ‘kick’ a few times. Which k sound causes you to let out a 
stronger puff of air? It turns out that the first k sound creates more air because it is what we call 
aspirated. You may notice that the final k sound doesn’t produce as much sound, and that is 
because it is unaspirated (or what some people call plain). These two sounds are considered more 
different in Yesanēchi (or what we call contrastive) than in English. 
 
So we have the aspirated and plain k sound, with the aspirated version often being written as kh 
to show that there is more air involved. We also have another stop sound that is produced with 
the same parts of the mouth. It is the voiced version of the sound, and we know it as g. Below 
you will find a few examples of the voiced, aspirated, and unaspirated (plain) stops in this series 
to pronounce. Next month we will get into our usual tongue twisters to help us get used to using 
these sounds in Yesanēchi sentences. 
 
Plain:  

kalíwa    he/she/it goes up, to go up 
 
 kǫspe:wa (koñspēwa)  he/she/it remembers, to remember 
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Aspirated: 
 okhúx (okúq)   box 
 
 kayukhe (kayuke)  corpse 
 
Voiced: 
 
 mačhigǫ́yǫ (matçigóñyõn) salt 
 
 dalúsgik   cat 
 
 

A K and G Twister in the Box 
8/3/21 

 
A Twister in the Litter Box 
 
A twister? Are we talking about the weather? Nope, we’re talking about our usual tongue 
twisters focusing on specific consonants in Yesane:chi. Last month we focused on the last series 
of stops in our language. Just a quick review, certain consonants are called stops because we stop 
the flow of air somewhere in our vocal tracts when we produce them. We had previously spoken 
about the bilabial stops (the consonants in the language that are produced by stopping the flow of 
air with both—bi—of our lips—labial) p, ph, and b. We had also spoken about the alveolar stops 
(the consonants in the language that are produced by stopping the flow of air by connecting our 
tongues to the upper front of our mouths behind the teeth—the alveolar ridge) t, th, and d. The 
last series of stops that we talked about in July were the velar stops (the consonants in the 
language that are produced by connecting the back of our tongues to the upper back part of our 
mouth—the velum) k, kh, and g. These stops are listed in order of type: plain (or unvoiced), 
aspirated, and voiced. Let’s take a moment to look back at the sample words from Yesane:chi 
listed at the end of last months lesson to practice the velar stop series. 
 
After exploring the consonants in a stop series, we usually put them together in a sentence to 
practice all three. Often that sentence occurs to people as a tongue twister, but it’s more about 
getting people used to saying the sounds. We didn’t get a chance to do our k, kh, and g twister 
last month, so we will have an opportunity below. But first, a word about boxes… 
 
Last month we introduced the word for boxes (see last month’s lesson above). The word was 
introduced in away that was reanalyzed in 1996. If we take a look at the way the data was written 
down in the late 1800s, we have something more like this: 
 
okhu‘x  box 
(oku‘q) 
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Do you see that reverse apostrophe in the middle of the word? What do we do with that? The 
person who wrote about his data in a way indicated that it may be a trill sound (causing vibration 
in the mouth) or what we call a glottal stop (that sound or stopping of sound that happens in the 
middle of the word uh-oh). That leaves us with at least two options on how to say this word. 
Let’s try both… Do you prefer one over the other? It may not be possible to know exactly which 
option is what the people were saying in the 1880s, but perhaps it’s nice to know that we have 
options. 
 
For now we won’t continue to use the reversed apostrophe when writing the word. This was just 
an exercise to show that sometimes there is more than one option available for the sounds in 
Yesane:chi. Whichever way you decide to pronounce it, Let’s try the following sentence with all 
the stop consonants we’re talking about today in it: 
 
Dalúsgik okhux kǫspe:se. 
 
Dalúsgik okuq koñspēse. 
 
The cat knows a box. 
 
How was that? Easy to pronounce? Well, if we want to shake it up and take on a little more to 
say, we can add in a word from a previous lesson (see page 12). Here we have the following: 
 
Dalúsgik okhux įgí:tǫwe kǫspe:se. 
 
Dalúsgik okuq iñgītoñwe koñspēse. 
 
The cat knows its box. 
 
Are we talking about a litter box? Perhaps. It could just as well be a box that the cat knows it 
belongs too. Either way, this cat has helped us practice the velar stop series! 
 
 
What’s that called again? A name? 
 
When trying to learn someone’s name in Yesane:chi, the word ‘name is not necessary at all. We 
actually use verbs that can mean ‘to call’ in order to figure it out. There are a number of verbs 
that mean ‘to call’ (at least 3), and today we will explore one of them: 
 
gela:ki (gelāki) to call 
 
The interesting thing about this verb is that it can change quite a bit depending on how and where 
it’s used. Let’s take the example of asking an individual what their name is. We use the question 
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word tokhé: (tokē) in combination with gela:ki (gelāki) and come up with something rather 
different: 
 
Tokhé: yikláko? 
 
Tokē yiklāko? 
 
What is your name (how are you called)? 
 
What’s with the change? There are some sound changes (that we also call phonological rules) 
happening here, but for now it’s good to know that the base (or root) of these words, gela:ki 
(gelāki) and yikláko (yiklāko) are related. It kind of makes sense, because we know that the velar 
stops k and g are related, right? 
 
Say you asked me the following, “Tokhé: yikláko?” (“Tokē yiklāko?”) How would I respond? 
 
[insert name] migelakane:se. (or miklakane:se) 
 
[insert name] migelakanēse. (or miklakanēse) 
 
I am called [insert name]. 
 
 
Let’s practice this with each other! 
 
And here are some other forms you can use to ask different individuals or groups of people their 
name based on the verb gela:ki (gelāki): 
 
Yesane:chi     English 
 
Tokhé: geláko? (Tokē gelāko?)  What is his name (her name, its name)? 
 
Tokhé: gelakane:wo? (Tokē gelkanēwo?) What are their names? 
 
 
We’ll work on additional forms of this question, as well as other verbs for to call next month! 
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Working with the Resources We Have 
9/13/21 

 
What’s in the resources we have? 
 
While it is sadly true that Yesane:chi (also known as Tutelo and Tutelo-Saponi) has less 
documentation and resources than most of the languages that we know of in the entire Siouan 
family, we still have some texts to work with. This month we’ll start to explore how to work with 
the resources we do have. 
 
We are able to gain a tremendous amount of understanding from the work of a doctoral student 
in linguistics in the mid 90s. Giulia Oliverio pulled from the documentation and analysis of 
explorers, researchers, and scholars in many different fields to write her dissertation, A grammar 
and dictionary of Tutelo. Have you ever tried to read the document though? It’s not exactly a 
light reading to be accomplished in one sitting! 
 
With such detailed texts as Oliverio’s grammar and dictionary, it can be easy to become 
overwhelmed at the amount of technical information they contain. It might be much more 
tempting to just flip to the dictionary in the later part of the document, find what you need, and 
keep moving forward. Today we will look at just what is going on with these entries in the 
dictionary. 
 
Let’s look at verbs, since we will be talking more about verbs a little later. If you have the PDF 
version of the document, open Oliverio’s dissertation to page 234 (the numbers at the bottom of 
the page). If you look at the second full entry on the page, you will see the heading lučk�́ḳ. If we 
look on the same line to the right, we see that the meaning that is given is wrench. How do we 
know that it is a verb (basically an action) rather than a noun (a thing, in this case, something you 
may use as a tool to take apart a machine)? 
 
Maybe you guessed that the V on the next line told us that lučk�́ḳ is a verb. If you did, you are 
absolutely right! That V stands for verb, and if you look at other examples on the page, you 
might see some more verbs listed… 
 
It turns out that almost all the entries on page 234 have V on the second line. As is typical in 
languages in the Siouan family, Yesane:chi tends to have the most attention placed on verbs. 
Some would even say that almost everything can be a verb in the language! 
 
You may have noticed with the word luḳá, the verb that means ‘turn over’, that the letter V on 
the second line did not appear by itself. It was actually written as “stative V,” which stands for 
stative verb, and will talk about that in a little bit. For now, we will stick with the entry for the 
verb ‘wrench’. 
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We not only see the top line with lučk�́ḳ and its translation (gloss), ‘wrench’, and the second line 
with V on it letting us know that this is a verb; actually, there is a lot more information below. 
What’s that all about? 
 
Again it’s important to note that the information Oliverio used to put this document together was 
documented by several people over the last 3.5 centuries or so. From as far back as notes from 
Thomas Batts in 1671 to as recent as a recording taken by Marianne Mithun in 1981, people have 
been noting Yesane:chi in many different ways. Part of what Oliverio has done is to let us 
readers know exactly who recorded what when. We see an example of this with the entry lučk�́ḳ. 
 
If you go to the end of the third line, you’ll see an abbreviation in parentheses, (Hw). This 
abbreviation let’s us know who wrote down the information that came before the parentheses. In 
this case it was Hewitt, J.N.B. Hewitt, who wrote a letter about Yesane:chi in 1888. How do I 
know this? There are a few places we can go in this document to figure it out. If we go to the 
page with Roman numeral viii at the bottom , we will see a list of abbreviations that helps us 
understand what she means by (Hw). Additionally, Oliverio gives us a whole chapter about the 
various people who have worked on the language in the past (that is, prior to her own work in 
1996). It is Chapter 2 of her dissertation, and can be found on page 6 (according to the page 
numbers at the bottom). In this chapter she goes through each of the people who have in some 
way documented the language, and she tells us about how they wrote different sounds. An 
example would be for the sound we make in the back of our throat when it sounds like we are 
producing a little phlegm. Did you know that over the course of the centuries that sound in our 
language has been written as h, q, kh, and x depending on who was writing? That way, it may be 
possible to see a word like ‘rain’ written in different ways: 
 
hawō (H1878) 
xạwō (H1879) 
qawō (H1883a) 
xawo: (Cr2021) 
 
Notice anything going on with the abbreviations in parentheses above? The first three entries 
were all written by the same person, Horatio Hale! Not only can the way people write data in our 
language change depending on who is doing the research, but it can also change in the same 
person over time! Between the years 1878 and 1883, Hale either decided to write things 
differently, or he was hearing different sounds. It’s hard to be sure which one is the case, but 
once we know a little more about how to interpret this information, it gives us more insight into 
what people heard when the Yesane:chi-speaking ancestors were saying things in this language 
tens and hundreds of years ago. 
 
Going back to lučk�́ḳ, it is important to know that Oliverio herself (as far as I know) never heard 
anyone actually say this word for the verb ‘wrench’. She relied on the two instances that Hewitt 
documented hearing this verb being used. In those two instances exactly was the same word 
being said? Not exactly. The base of the word is the same, but there are some differences. There 
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are three extra letters on the start of the second instance, miulutckiñk rather than lutckíñk. You 
may notice that some of the letters are rather different in the main entry and in what Hewitt 
wrote. That is because the writing systems Oliverio and Hewitt used are different. Where Hewitt 
writes tc, Oliverio writes č, and those both mean the sound we often think of in English as being 
written as ch. You will find a lot of variation with different sounds and how Oliverio and the 
other people who have documented Yesane:chi over the years have written. 
 
**Homework** 
In the dissertation find 5 sounds that were written differently in the main entry and the data that 
follows the main entry somewhere in this dictionary. Next time we meet we’ll see what people 
found, and we’ll learn more about how to better understand and make use of the dictionary! 
 
 
All kinds of verbs! 
 
As mentioned before, Yesane:chi is a language that is all about the verbs. There are several ways 
that we can put verbs into categories, and today we’ll take a look at two. 
 
Early we saw on page 234 that luḳá, the verb that means ‘turn over’, was listed as a stative verb. 
What does that mean? You get a bit of a clue from the name stative. 
 
Stative verbs can mean verbs that express a state of being. What we think of as adjectives or 
descriptive words in English (like cold, good, or yellow for example), are actually stative verbs 
in Yesane:chi. That may be a little hard for some of you who are very comfortable with the rules 
of English grammar you were taught in school, but there is another way you can think about 
these types of words. Rather than a descriptive word ‘cold’, think of it as a state of being, ‘to be 
cold’. We would also have ‘to be good’ and ‘to be yellow’. Does that make it easier to think of as 
a verb? Hopefully so, and it also shows how Yesane:chi can be economical and practical about 
these words. Whereas in English we would have to say three words, ‘to be cold’, in Yesane:chi 
we can just use one, sani: (sanī). 
 
Stative verbs can also express action that doesn’t require too much thought, will, or intent to 
accomplish. You could argue that if you luḳá (‘turn over’) in your sleep, you’re not putting too 
much effort into it. 
 
Please be aware, these are not strict rules. There are some stative verbs that do not necessarily 
line up with what has been mentioned earlier. Verbs like wagi:čhi (wagīchi), ‘dance’ and káthi 
(káti), ‘cut by striking’ are exceptions. There is a certain amount of memorizing that will have to 
happen for the exceptions. 
 
So, what would be the opposite of stative verbs? Well, they’re not exactly the opposite, but we 
call them active verbs. As the name says, these verbs often require active participation of those 
who are performing them. When we think of words like ‘buy’, ‘break into pieces’, and ‘bite’, we 
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think that people doing these actions are actively engaged. Kilomi:ha (kilomīha) ‘buy’, ktamą́ 
(ktamáñ) ‘break into pieces’, and olaské ‘bite’ are active verbs. 
 
How do you think active verbs are listed in the dictionary? You have some time to find out as 
you get ready for: 
 
**Homework** 
Search through Oliverio’s dictionary and find both 5 examples of stative verbs and 5 examples of 
active verbs. 
 
 
What’s your name again? 
 
Last month we explored ways to talk about names using the verb gela:ki (gelāki) ‘to call’ (please 
refer to pages 25 and 26 of this handout). This time we’ll look at another verb for ‘call’, giko:ha 
(gikōha). Using this verb, we have the following question: 
 
Tokhé: yįgiko:ho? 
 
Tokē yiñgikōho? 
 
What is your name (how are you called)? 
 
 
Another (and perhaps more strictly grammatical) way to write this would be to make a small 
change to the verb: 
 
Tokhé: yįgikohane:wo? 
 
Tokē yiñgikohanēwo? 
 
What is your name (how do they call you)? 
 
 
And the response? 
 
[insert name] mįgikohane:se. 
 
[insert name] miñgikohane:se. 
 
I am [insert name] (they call me [insert name]). 
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Let’s practice with each other! 
 
**Homework** 
Between now and the next class (November), teach this dialogue to at least two people. If you 
are feeling really productive, go back to the lesson on pages 22 and 23 and teach a few people 
how to ask and respond to the question, “Are you good?” 


